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January 2, 2009

I think that the thing I miss most is the sunlight and sunshine of the days that are sunny and bright. It seems that the days are getting longer and the sun is shining more. I feel happy that the weather is starting to improve.

In my dream, I am walking down a path with flowers on both sides. The path is long and winding, and it leads to a beautiful garden. I feel peaceful and content as I walk along the path.

The Secret in the Old Attic

She entered the attic and found a box full of old letters and photographs. As she sorted through the papers, she came across a letter from her childhood friend. She remembered how they used to play hide-and-seek in the attic, and she smiled as she unfolded the letter.
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Top Albums of 2008

- Forgive Durden - A Bad Day's Shadow
- Husky Sound - Goodbye Blue
- Fall Out Boy - Folie a Deux
- James McEneaney - Civil Passage
- Panic! at the Disco - Pretty. Odd.
- Death Cab for Cutie - Narrow Stairs
- Mates of State - Re-Arrange Us
- Chris Walla - Field Manual
- Punchline - Just Say Yes
- Dresden Dolls - No, Virginia
- Culte, Is What We Aim For - Re-Located
- Jack Johnson - Sleep Through the Static
- TV On the Radio - Dear Science.
- Weaves - Hideaway
- We Shot the Moon - Fear + Live
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